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Biography of Joan Wint: 
A Principal Whose Leadership 
for Social Justice Transformed 
a Rural Jamaican High School 
Jacqueline Dram-Sterling 
This biographical study features the leadership of Joan Miller Wint, now re-
tired, who for 23 years was principal of Denbigh High School, located in a 
high-poverty rural area in Jamaica. In the article I examine biography as a 
qualitative research strategy used in "telling" the stories of women leaders; 
explore the influence of Wint's early life and education on her leadership; 
highlight the challenges Wint encountered as a principal, as well as how she 
transformed the school from low-performing to high-performing; and dis-
cuss Wint's story in terms of the themes in the scholarship on women's lead-
ership. 
The leadership journey of Joan Wint spanned 36 years at a rural high 
school, beginning in 1972 as a Spanish teacher. For 23 of her years at 
Denbigh High School she served as principal, leading the rural high 
school in a high-poverty area through a remarkable process of transfor-
mation. The once low-performing school was propelled through Wint's 
leadership into the national spotlight in Jamaica as an innovative, cre-
ative learning environment. In 2009 Denbigh High School, located in 
May Pen, in Clarendon Parish, Jamaica, is among the island's top per-
forming schools. The Ministry of Education is studying it as a model of 
change. 
The purpose of this article is to report the life and leadership prac-
tices of Joan Wint, a now retired extraordinary principal whose leader-
ship practices embody moral purpose and social justice. The article is 
in four parts. The first part discusses biography as a research strategy 
particularly suited to research on women's leadership. The second part 
tells the story ofWinfs early life and education and how these experi-
ences influenced her leadership. The third part describes her accom-
plishments and challenges as a principal. The fourth part is an 
interpretation of her journey in the context of the scholarship on 
women's leadership. The article concludes with the significance of 
Joan Wint's leadership story. 
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Part One: Using Biography to Tell the 
Story of Women Leaders 
The qualitative strategy used for the study was biography. Joan Wint 
worked to bring about the transformation of a school that everyone consid-
ered a hopeless environment. The biographical narrative helps others un-
derstand 'how she did it.' Glesne (2006) explained that life history research 
or biographical-interpretive research uses interviews for "creating a narra-
tive of a life ... this life is sometimes used as a way of representing a whole 
culture or group" (p. 11). She explained that a good life history allows read-
ers to examine themselves and associate their own situations with the life 
history. Creswell (2005) noted that, "a biography is a form of narrative 
study in which the researcher writes and records the experiences of another 
person's life" (p. 475). Many scholars writing on women's leadership have 
placed their work in the traditions of feminist qualitative research and edu-
cational biographies. 
Bullough (1998) posited that biographies and case studies take on differ-
ent forms and serve various purposes. They can be exploratory, descriptive 
or even explanatory. Wagner-Martin (1998) argued that biographers who 
record women's lives "face the dichotomy of the public versus the private at 
every turn" (p. 92). Wagner-Martin noted that "even today, few women 
have had the kind of visibility or success that attracts public notice. 
Women's biography is most often based on private events because few 
women .. .live public lives" (p. 93). Therefore in advancing the knowledge 
about a woman leader, the biographer has a responsibility to reveal the pub-
lic life of her subject. Wagner-Martin further explained that the biography, 
like most art forms, can be double-edged. Therefore, the researcher has to 
decide on what 'truth' needs to be told, how much of the 'private' life needs 
to be revealed for a true biographical depiction. Miller (1998) explained, 
"The biographer, the autobiographer, the storyteller and the educational re-
searcher must confront often contradictory, fragmented and incomplete in-
terpretations that point to what is unknowable about and within any 
individual" (p. 226). The subjects can also be empowered by being enabled 
to articulate their own views on important issues. 
Biography has been used to highlight the roles women educational lead-
ers play in creating environments which embrace equity and social justice. 
Educational biographies about women leaders have provided new insights 
through examining leadership practices, educational development and 
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change, and how women balance both the private and public sphere. These 
stories inspire others to strive for 'the impossible dream' -to become an 
educational administrator. Biography can allow readers, educators and 
scholars to understand the perspectives of women educational leaders. It 
can also be an interesting art form, allowing scholars to delve into the lives 
of their subjects-women educational leaders-and create lively, interest-
ing accounts of a theoretical perspective that for too long has been viewed 
in traditional form. Retelling women's stories will develop a new con-
sciousness about both the public and private spheres of women's lives. 
Many researchers develop a deep relationship with their subjects and be-
come immersed in their work and their subject's lives. Ayers (1998), Epps 
(1998), Miller (1998), Reid (1998), and Smith (1998) discuss how 
biographical work can impact on the researcher. 
What a thrill it is when you begin to identify with your subject, when trust, com-
mitment and even ownership begin to develop and grow! It is almost like being 
in love. If the subject is dead, the relationship tends to be one sided with the biog-
rapher in control. (Smith, 1998, pp. 195-196) 
Writing a biography can be an exhilarating experience and can take the 
researcher on a personal journey of discovery as well as giving deeper in-
sights into the lives and work of women in educational leadership. This was 
certainly true for me. I worked closely with the main subject for more than 
16 years and watched many of her trans formative leadership practices be-
gin to take shape when I was a teacher at Denbigh High School. 
Methodology Overview 
The biography of Joan Wint was developed through interviews and docu-
ment analysis. Audio-taped interviews were conducted with Wint and 18 
others, representing family, friends, former students and teachers, com-
munity members, and professional colleagues. Three research questions 
were explored through the interviews. The first question sought to un-
cover how Wint's life experiences growing up affected her career deci-
sion and shaped her approach to leadership. The biography documents 
her childhood experiences, highlighting the influence of her mother, 
community and schooling on her leadership practices throughout her ca-
reer. The second question examined how Wint's leadership practices 
brought about transformation at Denbigh High School. Anchored in a 
commitment to social justice, she was able to transform the school into an 
exemplary institution which stands today as a model of change. The third 
question explored the ways in which Wint's career allowed for the full ex-
pression of who she is as a person. In this look at her legacy, Joan Wint is 
presented as a person who is a woman of faith, a mother, a friend, a men-
tor, and a leader. The theoretical framework of the study includes the liter-
ature on biography as qualitative research and the research on women's 
leadership. 
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Data Collection Procedures 
Participants 
I selected the main subject, Joan Wint, and the Denbigh High School site 
because of personal acquaintance and the school's reputation. I utilized 
both purposeful and snowball sampling to identify the other 18 partici-
pants. The other participants interviewed included family members and 
friends of the main subject, teachers at Denbigh High School, former stu-
dents, community members and persons at the Ministry of Education in Ja-
maica who have worked with Joan Wint. Almost all of these were 
face-to-face interviews, but several were conducted by telephone. Letters 
of consent were signed by each participant before the interview. All inter· 
views were audio-taped and the tapes were transcribed. 
Interviews and Documents 
Seidman's (2006) model for in-depth phenomenological interviewing was 
adapted to structure the research. A total of six interviews were conducted 
with Joan Wint at her house in May Pen, Jamaica. Each interview lasted 2 
hours and focused on different aspects of her life and leadership. Two inter-
views focused on her life history, two on her leadership practices and ac-
complishments and getting detailed information on her experiences as an 
educational leader at Denbigh High School. Another two-hour interview 
focused on the meaning of her life. The final two-hour interview was used 
to wrap up final details from the interviews. Interviews with other partici-
pants lasted a minimum of an hour and a half and were conducted between 
December 2008 and March 2009. An interview guide was created for each 
interview. The documents examined included school documents, photo-
graphs, meeting minutes, and written speeches delivered at official school 
functions. Approximately 6 hours were spent on the school site perusing 
documents and collecting relevant information. Altogether, 45 hours were 
spent in the field collecting data. 
Data AnalysiS Procedures 
"Data analysis involves organizing what you have heard and read so that 
you can make sense of what you have learned" (Glesne, 2006, p. 147). 
Hence, in data analysis, organization is important. I categorized themes 
such as leadership, community partnerships, relationship with peers, pro-
fessional development, faith, personal philosophy and transformation 
within the institution. Analyzing the data collected helped to determine the 
broad themes revealed from the interviews and other documents. I 
cross-checked all data to assess trends and developing patterns. The tran-
scriptions, along with field notes from observations, were coded and orga-
nized under themes. 
The coded categories became the main content for the biographical 
chapters within the larger study. Quotations from the main subject were uti-
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Jized in telling the "story," which unfolded from the collected data. Glesne 
(2006) noted that, 
By resourceful use of quotations, you acknowledge that the world ha<; not been 
born anew on your terrain. The quotation file ... is meant to be a reminder that 
reading should always inspire the question: What, if anything, do these words 
say about my study? (p. 149) 
I organized quotations from the subject and other participants in a quota-
tions file to help in "telling" the story from a first-person perspective. 
Personal analysis, synthesis and interpretation of the data were com-
bined and used throughout the research to expand and explain the informa-
tion collected from the main subject and other participants. After 
categorizing information, I shared the collected data with the main subject 
to verify ideas. Data was documented using an analytical, descriptive ap-
proach. The narrative highlights the chronological life history of a female 
educational leader, encompassing her early life, career achievements and 
the challenges she encountered as a principal. Throughout the narrative, 
Joan's "voice" resonates with passion as she explains how the belief in the 
potential of her students helped in transforming a high poverty, low 
performing school. 
Part Two: Influences of Family, Community, and 
SchOOling on Joan Wint's Leadership 
Joan Miller Wint was the first female principal of Denbigh High School, lo-
cated in May Pen, in Clarendon Parish, Jamaica. Wint served the school for 
36 years, and 23 of those were spent at the helm of the institution. During 
her 23 years as principal she faced many challenges, but through powerful 
leadership practices and a commitment to social justice she was able to 
transform the school into an exemplary institution which stands as a model 
of change. 
Revisionist historians have given the Jamaican woman some visibility in 
the Jamaican society through re-writing the history books. However, much 
still needs to be done among contemporary scholars to cement the Jamaican 
woman's presence in the society, and to highlight her contributions. Of par-
amount importance to Jamaican society is the exploration of women's sto-
ries, allowing their voices to be heard. It is against this background that I 
present the voice and legacy of Joan Miller Wint. 
Growing Up in Success, Jamaica 
Joan and her eight older siblings were raised by a single mother in Success, 
a rural community in the parish of Westmoreland, Jamaica. Joan describes 
what it was like growing up in rural Jamaica: 
I was born in a remote area of Jamaica, Westmoreland. I usually tell the children 
that running water and electricity did not exist from house to house then. I did 
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not grow up with these amenities in my little district, interestingly called Suc-
cess. My grandfather owned a lot ofland. He had 11 or 12 children and the land 
was divided among the children, so it was basically family that lived in this area 
called Success. This is a farming community, sugar cane in the early days. I lived 
among family. My grandfather lived with us; he was blind and he died when I 
was still very young. My mother was not married. She had nine children and the 
good fortune for me was that I was the last of the nine, but I can tell you that's an 
area where education is very valuable. 
Family Life: Home Sweet Home 
The youngest child in the Jamaican family is usually referred to as the 
"wash belly." Joan Miller Wint, born May 10, 1946, is the "wash belly" for 
her mother Lettie E. Jones. As a child, Joan was considered relatively quiet. 
By the time she was born, most of her siblings were older and had already 
left home. A sister reflected, "We used to think she was spoilt, but in retro-
spect, I don't think so now. My mother treated all of us just about the same." 
Lettie Jones' family consisted of three older boys and six girls. All the chil-
dren worked actively on the farm, which provided the only source of in-
come for the family. They reared cows, goats and chickens. The children 
had to travel up to 3 miles each day to help on the farm. This involved get-
ting the milk in the mornings for breakfast before they went off to school. 
So on cold mornings they had to get up and go to the farm 3 miles away to 
tend to the animals and then went back home to prepare for school. Their 
mother was adamant that all the children should be involved in doing both 
household chores and other activities on the farm. 
The strength of the Jamaican woman has been instrumental in the sur-
vival of the Jamaican family. In rural communities they are farmers, cane 
cutters, but, above all, they are caring mothers. The Jamaican woman is 
portrayed as "the market woman," who cultivates her crops and then takes 
the market truck on weekends to sell her produce in urban centers. In 
many instances she is the sole bread-winner in the family, supporting both 
her spouse and her children. Joan's mother portrayed many characteris-
tics of a strong Jamaican woman. She was a single mother, rearing nine 
children and operating a small farm, selling crops and animals to educate 
her children. 
A Mother's Strength 
Jamaica is predominantly a matriarchal society. Many Jamaican children 
grow up without a father-figure in the household. Sometimes this void is 
filled by grandfathers and older male relatives. A mother's role in the lives 
of her children and her male partner is usually far-reaching. 
Joan's mother had very strong values, especially for education and reli-
gion. And she made sure that her children knew these were two important 
forces in their family, both regarded as equally important. Joan explained 
that her grandfather was an educated man, having gone to Mico Teachers 
College but dropping out just before graduation. He did not, however, pro-
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mote education for his children. Lettie finished elementary school and 
wanted to become a teacher, but because her father did not place a high 
value on educating his children, she was deprived of this opportunity. 
Lettie's strong values and her drive to give her children the opportunities 
she never had, made Joan even more determined to succeed, even as a 
young girl. Her mother instilled in them a strong respect for others, and 
taught them how to solve conflicts, as well as the importance of sharing 
meal times as a family. Joan said, 
She had very strong values, very strong values. And somehow I marvel at how 
exposed she was and yet her father did not promote education even though he 
was an educated man. She finished elementary school and she told me she 
wanted to be a teacher, but her father did not value education. 
A Mother's Influence on Education and Faith 
Joan considers her mother to have been the most influential person in her 
life. She attributes her own strength and strong faith to the values her 
mother instilled in her as a child. Joan shared these thoughts on her 
mother's influence on the lives of all her children: 
My mother is an exceptional woman, I don't think of her in the past-an excep-
tional woman, a quiet disposition, but very strong. We had to go to school, she 
valued education. We had to go to church; we had to abide by what she said. And 
I can recall ... she was the lawmaker .... School work had to be done and we had 
to get home at a particular time, we had to go to bed at a particular time, we had to 
study and read our books. We sat around that dining table with that lamp, 'home 
sweet home' written on the lamp shade, which was placed in the center of the ta-
ble. We had no electricity, and even if we had to pretend to read, we had to sit 
there, because doing school work at nights was a part of growing up. 
Lettie Jones was considered a strong Christian woman, who was very in-
volved in her church. She valued both education and religion, so school and 
church were an integral part of the family's life. All her children were told 
that school was their first priority, and she monitored their performance in 
school as well as their homework. This highlights the importance Lettie 
placed on the education of her children. She instilled in all the children 
from an early age that they were going to get a good education and all would 
go on to get a college education. Joan's mother was influential in helping 
her to develop as an educational leader. Even as a single parent her mother 
worked hard to ensure that all her children would become college gradu-
ates. Joan went on to lead a school and transform the lives of many of her 
students. 
Community Life: It Takes a Village to Raise a Child 
Success might be seen as a metaphor, because almost all of Lettie's nine 
children accessed a college degree. Four of them became teachers. Grow-
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ing up in Success, Joan realized that community involvement was a para-
mount influence in the lives of village children. Joan describes some 
aspects of village life: 
In the village we were not known by our first names, but rather we were referred 
to as Miss Lettie's children. When you went away to high school, you knew we 
were going for your school, you are going for your community, and therefore it 
is a chance for you to do well for your community. There is this African proverb, 
"it takes a village to raise a child." This was the situation in my area where every-
body was responsible .... when we were leaving for high school, we had to go 
around and report to everyone that we were leaving. So you got your good 
wishes and a little money too. We were not going just for ourselves, and to have 
failed was not only failing your family, but your community. We had to take our 
school reports to show the teachers back at our elementary school, because your 
success was for everyone. My success was for the entire community. 
Joan explained that, because the community of Success valued educa-
tion, from a very early age, children had no choice but to attend school and 
do well. The teachers knew everyone and the PTA was active, giving par-
ents a chance to share in the school community. Joan comments: 
From very early you had no choice or no option you had to do well in school. I 
can tell you that the elementary school I attended, New Works Elementary 
School, even today we can look back and see the high rate of success that it had. 
We had very good principals and very good passes in the local exams, and peo-
ple have done well in the Jamaican society and even overseas. 
Influence of Community on Education 
Community spirit was very strong in Success. Joan explained that even 
when she went off to boarding school there was great anticipation in the en-
tire community. The village was sending off one of its children to get an ed-
ucation. The children were nurtured by the entire village, and being known 
as "Miss Lettie's children" showed that because of who their mother was, 
much was expected of them. Joan was expected to be successful; she was 
following in the footsteps of older siblings who were successful. She noted, 
"I was now at the end of a line of siblings who were successful, my sisters 
had passed their exams and gone out, so success was something you see as a 
natural route to go, it is passed on." 
Joan noted that the teachers at her elementary school influenced her de-
velopment in the early years as well as the success of her siblings. All these 
factors propelled her to succeed as well as the influence of the community, 
the school, and her mother. She noted that she often reflects on her early life 
in Success and she now realizes that, if children have caring influences in 
their lives, poverty and single-parent households will never be a deterrent 
to success. So in her role as principal, Joan made sure that parents were in-
volved in their children's lives. 
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Influence of Community on Leadership 
Years later, as principal of Denbigh High School, Joan involved the local 
community in the transformation of the school. Success provided many les-
sons on how community involvement in children's lives can impact their 
success. The lesson of community involvement, learned in Success, helped 
Joan to cement strong liaisons between school and community. She noted 
that through the combination of coercion and building partnerships with 
community members she had been able to implement many of the projects 
that Denbigh needed for its growth. She remembered the caring attitude of 
her teachers at New Works Elementary School and was adamant that her 
staff should develop a caring attitude for all students. So even if teachers 
lacked pedagogical skills, she was willing to work with them if she saw that 
they were interested in the development of their students. Due to her experi-
ence growing up in a rural community where all stakeholders helped in the 
optimal development of children, Joan worked to build an environment that 
was all inclusive. Parents, community members, students, ancillary staff, 
administrative staff, and her teaching staff were integral in creating the 
'Denbigh Community,' a place of inspiration and vision. All this was possi-
ble because a small rural community named Success taught one of its chil-
dren that, "It takes a village to raise a child." 
Joan's life experiences growing up were varied and intriguing. Her 
childhood in rural Jamaica did not provide any of the modern amenities we 
take for granted today. Her home did not have electricity or piped water. 
She had to walk miles to get to school. As a child, Joan and her siblings had 
to work hard on the family's farm. And even though she grew up without 
her father in the household, her mother held the family together and in-
stilled in her children the value of getting an education. She made many 
sacrifices and sent her children to college. The community of Success pro-
vided a background for her success. The care provided by the school and 
the wider community taught Joan the value of community partnerships in 
educating children. She implemented similar partnerships in her position 
as a leader. 
Pursuing Education: A Journey 
Joan was 11 years old when she traveled from Westmoreland to Clarendon 
to attend school. This was miles away from her close-knit community of 
Success. Joan's going away to boarding school posed many challenges and 
sacrifices for the household. She noted that at the time she was starting 
boarding school, an older sister was also starting high school and two sis-
ters were at that time enrolled in teacher training colleges. This posed a fi-
nancial burden for her mother, who sold cows from the farm to help with 
school expenses. 
The Boarding School Years: Clarendon College 
Like any young child who left home for the first time, Joan missed her 
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mother. She only traveled home at the end of each semester. So she spent 3 
or 4 months away from home each year. She spent 7 years at Clarendon Col-
lege; completing regular high school over 5 years. After being successful in 
the General Certificate examinations, she remained to complete 2 years of 
sixth form and took the A level Examinations, which could qualify her for 
entry into university. Joan noted that even now she does not like writing let-
ters, because boarding school required that they write a letter to their par-
ents every Sunday. "I don't think my mother read much of my letters 
because they were pretty boring." She reflected that, often, there was noth-
ing to write about except the weather, and there was no response from home 
to her letters. Yet she wrote them anyway. 
Influence of boarding school on leadership. Even though she had bouts 
of homesickness, Joan loved boarding school. Clarendon College provided 
a setting that was home away from home. She made new friends and ex-
celled in the academics. Boarding school was a defining era in Joan's life. 
She emphasized that boarding school impacted on her leadership practices, 
because many of the things she learned there, she later utilized in the pro-
grams she implemented at Denbigh High School. She was also given lead-
ership responsibilities, when she was made a Prefect (Prefects are 
responsible for helping with school leadership and discipline). Joan also 
commented on how her time at Clarendon College enhanced her ability as a 
leader, 
I have definitely taken some things from my boarding school days into my lead-
ership, definitely the whole idea that it doesn't matter where you are from, that 
you can rise above that. ... A lot of the things I learned, I was able to take back 
home and share with my family as well. Other things enhanced my personal life, 
and helped me to implement some of the measures that I gained. This has aug-
mented family values and the exposure helped me to handle the challenges I 
faced later in my career. 
In her leadership role, her strength is often lauded as one of her best as 
sets; this she attributes to her mother, who taught her that as a woman yo 
can lead children to be the best they can be. Her mother taught this to nin 
children. Years later Joan passed on this same message to thousands of chi 
dren for 23 years. In so doing she changed an entire community and built 
school that today stands as a beacon of hope, as well as a place inspirin 
many poor children to be the best they can be. 
The Shortwood Years: Training to Become a Teacher 
Today many people refer to Joan Wint as a born teacher, but becoming 
teacher was never among Joan's plans when she left high school (Claren 
don College) in the 1960s. In those days students leaving traditional hig 
school with A Level subjects were expected to go on to the University ofth 
West-Indies to be trained as lawyers or doctors. Joan wanted to be alawye 
but the cost was prohibitive. She taught adult students at a school i 
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Montego Bay instead, and that was her introduction to teaching. When 
asked if she ever wanted to be a principal while growing up, she responded, 
No, I never thought of becoming a teacher. I wanted to do law. I wanted to be a 
lawyer, that was my love, and even up to the end of 6th form, I wanted to be a 
lawyer. However, the finances were not there. 
After working for 3 years, she still could not save enough money to pay 
the tuition in law school. Teachers college was an easier option and so she 
made the decision to go to Shortwood Teachers College, an all female 
boarding institution, because she realized that her dream of becoming a 
lawyer was not coming to fruition. Only then did she make the decision to 
give up her first love-law. 
Shortwood Teachers College set the stage for Joan to become a trained 
teacher. She explained that even though teaching was not her first choice, 
once she started college she gave it her all and made the best use of the op-
portunity. Denbigh High School was to be the dawn of a new era in Joan's 
life. First there would be years of teaching, earning a university degree, and 
more years of teaching. When she was appointed principal, the influences 
from her childhood and years of schooling coalesced. Those influences ma-
terialized in the powerful social justice leadership Joan Wint exhibited as 
principal of Denbigh High School. 
Mentors 
Throughout her life Joan met influential leaders who she greatly admired. 
Joan noted that her principal at Clarendon College, Claude Stewart, pro-
vided a model for leadership. She describes his impact, 
We called him Pops; he was a wonderful person and instills that quiet fear in 
you. He didn't talk much, but there was something about his manner and how 
he dealt with students, that called for this respect. When we had formal din-
ners, there was a dance afterwards and nobody would want to dance with him, 
because he had his own special moves. So we would all sit down and watch 
Pops dance. He was not apart from us, he shared in the fun. You are talking 
about the early 1960s where at that time people saw the school master in a par-
ticular mode. But he socialized with his students and there was something 
about him that inspired me. 
While working at her pre-trained teaching job, Joan met another person 
who impacted her views on leadership. Miss Esther Manning served as the 
principal at the Adventist school where she taught. Joan described her as 
"very approachable, very likeable. She was an excellent leader in the devel-
opment of the young teacher, not just their performance on the job. She saw 
you as a person and I really did like her." Another person who influenced 
Joan's life was Marjorie Myers; she stated, "I learned many lessons from 
her." Marjorie Myers was Joan's principal at Shortwood Teachers College 
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and helped to enhance Joan's leadership abilities. In her role as college 
president representing students, Joan worked closely with Miss Myers. 
Joan excelled at Shortwood. She was given awards for her leadership abili-
ties, for excelling in the academics as well as for all-around performance. 
However it was Marjorie Myers' influence that helped Joan to grow as a 
leader. She said, 
I learned many lessons from her, she was very prim, very proper, and she was 
Miss Myers; never married ..... We got along very well; at college I had positions 
of responsibility, so I talked with Miss Myers very readily. She was a profes-
sional on the job. Many people did not appreciate her, but because I had the op-
portunity of knowing her, I really admired her and I think she was very fair. 
Sometimes people thought she was hard, I am sure they say that about me too ... 
but she was very fair ... 
Joan's admiration for all the principals she encountered during her edu-
cational journey was evident. She stated, "I realized then, that I had this 
great admiration for principals, maybe I was being called to be a principal 
and did not know it." She noted, however, that she learned many lessons 
from them that she was able to implement in her own leadership practices. 
Part Three: Joan Wint Transforms 
Denbigh High School 
In 1985, Joan Miller Wint became the acting principal of Denbigh Second-
ary School. Previously she was a classroom teacher, served as head of the 
Spanish department and was also appointed acting vice principal. By the 
time she became the acting principal the school's reputation in the commu-
nity was at an all time low. Parents did not want their children attending the 
institution. School equipment and materials were taken away from the 
school compound. Some departments disappeared completely because all 
the equipment was stolen. The Plumbing and Art and Craft departments 
had to close because they lost everything due to vandalism. 
The system of record keeping was inadequate. School records were de-
stroyed in break-ins and could not be replaced, because at that time every-
thing was kept in paper files. Records for some periods have been 
completely lost. Joan describes how she felt about accepting the position as 
principal in a situation that was less than perfect: 
When the principal asked me to act, I said "yes sir." It is a good thing I did not 
think about it. When I got home it came back tome, "what did I say yes to?"ButI 
had given my word, and I had prayed about it, because that is a strong determi-
nant in the things I do and the direction I take and I say I would give it my best 
shot, and I accepted and the rest is history. 
Having accepted the position, the real challenge began for the new prin-
cipal. Joan knew that it would demand great effort and support from the 
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community, the Ministry of Education, and all categories of her staff to turn 
things around. She describes the situation which faced her in 1985 in these 
words: 
The school was in bad shape. Physically. it was completely run down. The Min-
istry of Education thought it would be like throwing good money after bad. be-
cause everything was in a rut. I was really ashamed of the physical plant, morale 
was low. students were on the register. but they were not attending. I can tell you 
that in 1985. a day with 50 students was a good day. My only regret today is that 
we did not take photographs of the school then. 
In fact, the physical plant was in near ruins. Joan noted that, "the missing 
windows gave the school an appearance of a person without teeth." The vo-
cation areas on which the school had built its curriculum were in ruins, due 
to vandalism. 
Community respect was lacking for the school. Members of the commu-
nity took away school property. "They took out whole blocks of windows," 
Joan noted. The school was also used as a pasture for grazing animals, so as 
soon as the school closed for the day, people in the community would set 
their animals loose on the compound. The school was also used as a 'short-
cut' by persons who wanted a shorter route out of their communities. Even 
during school hours, people walked the corridors without a care, some-
times disrupting classes. Fences that were put up by the school were broken 
down and sometimes removed. The situation was indeed challenging, and 
Joan noted that she felt that this lack of respect for school property by the 
community was the greatest challenge that faced the school, 
Resistance to the New Principal 
Joan's appointment as principal also met strong resistance from senior 
teaching staff. In Jamaican schools in the 1980s, school leadership was 
passed on to the teacher with the most years of teaching experience at the 
school. Usually this person would also be the vice-principal, because pro-
motion was based on years of experience. So when Joan was appointed 
principal, senior members of the teaching staff protested, because they be-
lieved she was too young for the position and that she had not spent enough 
years at the institution to be elevated to the principalship. Other senior 
members of staff wanted the job. Joan related how she dealt with the prob-
lems she encountered, 
Whatever needs to be done, since there was not that atmosphere to discuss things 
and ask for opinions, I had to dictate. I guess there is a dictator in all of us, so I 
just had to say this is so, and so on, and so forth. I knew there would be some re-
sistance; I did not know it would be so much. I expected some resistance but I did 
not know it would be hostile. I would say are you going to do this? Can I depend 
on you to get it done? And regardless of the ranting and raving, that's the ques-
tion I wanted answered. If you were not going to do it, somebody would have to 
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do it, because the underlying factor would be, it had to be done. So it was chiefly 
about the older members of staff, who thought I was too young, logically by 
comparison and probably in terms of service to the school and to education. This 
was a small group of protesters but they caused some disruption. 
Leadership and the Process of Transformation 
Conducting school in an atmosphere of turmoil was very difficult. Some 
days students had to be sent home because the situation was too chaotic. 
Some teachers tried very hard, however, to carry out their duties. During all 
the chaos it was expected that Joan would crumble under the pressure and 
give up the reins of power. However throughout all the turmoil she held 
school, and appeared calm and serene, never losing her calm demeanor. She 
characterizes what was happening then, in these words: 
Things did not go down well. It was very unpleasant, but I did establish that 
whomever I delegated for responsibilities, I expected it to be done, and that's all 
I would require. So whatever the insinuation, whatever the grouse, anything else 
was beside the point, school would go on. 
Joan was able to employ a small cadre of young teachers who were vi-
brant, supportive, and eager to teach. She recalled how these young teach-
ers were able to support her vision for school improvement: 
I was able to sell them my vision for the school. I was able to keep them close to 
me and to that vision becoming a reality. It was team effort, so with this group of 
teachers we achieved some measure of success, even as those mutineers stayed 
on the side. 
School eventually went on. The Board and the Ministry of Education in-
tervened and dismissed teachers who were openly disruptive and had re-
fused to carry out their duties. Others resigned, and those who remained at 
the school settled in. This was how Joan described the after-turmoil: "I 
think from then on, the rest of us went out to keep school." 
Joan explained how she overcame the period of turmoil and started the 
rebuilding process at Denbigh, 
I don't think anybody could question my ability to lead; they resisted my posi-
tion not my ability, and so my ability was not in question. Therefore to 
destabilize was not meant to say I could not manage, that was not the point. 
Whatever it was, I did fall in love with Denbigh and I decided I was not going to 
retreat, so that was it. I created new vocational programs to entice students. Yes, I 
fell in love with Denbigh and needed to do something to create change ... and I 
fell in love in wanting to make it into the best that it could be, therefore I always 
had a vision for Denbigh being the best. I never did define what it was going to 
be .... If it was going to be a remedial school I wanted it to be the best remedial 
school. If it was going to be a vocational school, I wanted it to be the best voca-
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tional school. Whatever it evolved to be, it must be the best and therefore there 
was that constant desire, that constant motivation, that constant thing which 
drove me to motivate my staff to excellence .... Therefore the transformation in 
the early stage took years, to be the best. So we did well in the vocations, we did 
well in the remedial, and so excellence is your best advertisement, because those 
students that you now send out. ... they were now ambassadors. This is where it 
started to attract others who wanted to come. We were also attracting good 
teachers. 
Joan created the new Denbigh by changing all aspects of the school com-
munity. These included revitalizing the vocation areas, establishing com-
munity partnerships and carrying out a beautification project that 
transformed the school compound. Other aspects ofthe transformation in-
cluded an expansion ofthe school's curriculum, improvement in students' 
performance and building team spirit among the staff. She also imple-
mented a professional development program for her staff as well as mea-
sures to evaluate teachers. Sports also played a role in the transformation, 
especially netball. Finally, the establishment of The University of the 
West-Indies Distance Center at the school was also very instrumental in 
helping to propel Denbigh's recognition as a transformed educational 
institution. 
Improving Students' Performance 
In May 1984 there were 618 students registered; however, the most who 
would attend on anyone day would be approximately 300. There were days 
when only 100 students orless would attend. By 1988, there were approxi-
mately 700 students and 32 teachers. But there were still days when less 
than 200 students would attend school (Denbigh High School attendance 
records, 1984, 1988). Denbigh is situated near a commercial town and 
some days many students would stay away from school to help their parents 
sell products in the nearby market, especially on Fridays. Traditionally, 
Fridays used to be viewed as a day to have fun at school. So many Jamaican 
parents believe that not much takes place in a Jamaican classroom on Fri-
days, and they would only send their children to school4 days for the week. 
Even though both academic performance and attendance were less than 
desirable, Joan maintained her belief in the potential of all students, giving 
of her time especially to students whom the school system believed are be-
yond help. The teachers were willing to work with the students they were 
serving, and, eventually students' performance improved in both regional 
and national examinations. This further enhanced Joan's belief that "her 
school" and "her children" could beat the odds. She said, 
When I see the children, I see what they can become. The school became a part 
of me-these students were my children, the quality of students coming into the 
school improved. The transformation is taking place in the physical plant as well 
as how the students see themselves ... and the teachers' commitment to the job. 
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Leading Through Faith 
Joan attributes her success in leading Denbigh to a greater power. All other 
interviewees referred directly to her spirituality as well. This they see as a 
major factor in how she has led Denbigh High School. Some representative 
comments from friends and family provide illustrations. Mrs. Burrell, 
Joan's close friend, explained that faith has guided Joan throughout her ad-
ministration at Denbigh. She noted, 
Part of Joan's strength is her Christian principles. She is a committed Christian, 
and much of her governance and administration is defined by her Christian prin-
ciples. I think she actualizes what the Bible teaches .... Do as I say. Her spiritual-
ity is certainly an integral part of her leadership. 
Mrs. Irons-Francis, the president of the PTA, expressed similar senti-
ments, saying, 
Her spirituality certainly impacts her leadership. I recognize that because Mrs. 
Wint is connected to her God, she sees things differently and allows the Greater 
Being to work out a lot of things. Her faith has enabled her to lead. She is able to 
laugh at certain things, and when things seem overwhelming she is able to step 
aside and deal with it objectively. 
Joan believes that her spirituality has enabled her to lead and help stu-
dents. She emphasizes that she leads through faith. 
Part Four: Joan Wint's Story and the 
Scholarship on Women Educational Leaders 
Women educational leaders' pathways into leadership are usually very dif-
ferent from men's (Brunner, 1999; Curry, 2000; Shakeshaft, 1989). Women 
access leadership positions much later in life. Many follow the path of 
classroom teachers, eventually rising to the post ofvice-principallassistant 
principal and then principal. Then they might be appointed as superinten-
dents or, in the case of Jamaica, as education officers. Becoming a school 
principal is a stepping stone to becoming an education officer in Jamaica's 
Ministry of Education. It is a rarity for a classroom teacher to rise to the po-
sition of education officer, especially if one is female. Joan started out as a 
classroom teacher, she was later appointed as acting vice-principal, and 
then acting principal by the school's former principal. Family support and 
mentorship are important for women administrators. Joan lauds her family, 
her friends and her church for helping her to succeed as a leader. She gar-
nered support from various groups to help her implement the diverse pro-
grams she created to transform Denbigh. 
Studies of women educational leaders across the globe suggest many 
commonalities in their leadership approaches. This study of Joan Wint il-
lustrated themes similar to those revealed in other studies. The participants 
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in this study noted that Joan cared about her school and her students, and 
she provided opportunities for the students so that they could excel. Joan 
too noted that she fell in love with Denbigh; therefore, she not only served 
her students but their parents and the entire community as well. Collabora-
tion and inclusiveness were the hallmarks of her leadership. 
Playing Multifaceted Roles 
The role of women educational leaders is multifaceted; they usually serve 
in an all encompassing capacity. The following excerpt from Bandiho's 
(2009) research highlights some challenges women face on the job as many 
of the things they have to do go beyond classroom management. 
My friend Edwardina, who is a graduate of Scranton University, was recently 
appointed principal of a new boarding high school in Dar es Salam, Tanzania. 
Her responsibilities as principal include negotiating contracts for building con-
struction, hiring new teachers, fundraising, obtaining registration for the school 
and many others. During an hour visit ... a student came to her office complain-
ing of stomach pain, a parent called her regarding delay of tuition for her child, a 
board member wanted some statistics, a teacher wanted to see her and the chief 
cook was out of cooking gas. She alternated between roles of nurse, a counselor, 
a principal, a public relations officer and a purchasing officer. Thus, we can see 
that some educational leaders 'roles are directly educational but others are politi-
cal. ... (p. 44) 
The above could be describing Joan's role as an educational leader; she 
had to face issues similar to those faced by Edwardina. Joan was chief ar-
chitect in Denbigh's physical development. She designed the buildings and 
employed the contractors, and she was also their supervisor ensuring that 
the work was properly done. She was a business leader, establishing the 
school's tuck shop (a snack shop) which generated profits and fueled other 
economic developments at the school. She acted as plant manager as well, 
ensuring that the school plant was always in top shape, calling out workers 
if anything went amiss. She had to sign off on all types of spending from 
food for the canteen to shopping for school supplies. She was also a curric-
ulum leader, implementing subjects and programs over the years, and was 
involved in the hiring of all groups of staff. On the personal side, she had to 
solve disputes among students, decided on appropriate punishment, and 
even intervened if students were having problems. She tells stories of stu-
dents who were on the brink of suicide to whom she had to reach out. 
Hence, she was a counselor on many occasions. On one occasion she set out 
to find the home of a student who was suicidal, but got lost, and when she 
asked for directions, she was directed to the house of a soothsayer. She 
laughs at this incident because, in pursuit of her student to offer help, she 
could have been labeled as seeking out a 'mother woman' (one associated 
with the spirit world), and this would not have been a compliment for a high 
school principal. 
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Programming to Benefit Students and Teachers 
Women administrators implement programs that benefit both students and 
teachers in a meaningful way. Grogan and Shakeshaft (2009) noted that, 
Women administrators are likely to introduce and support strong programs in 
staff development, encourage innovation and experiment with instructional ap-
proaches. Women are likely to stress the importance of instructional compe-
tence in teachers and to be attentive to completion in terms of instructional 
programs. The importance of instruction overlaps with the social justice of 
many women administrators (p. 24). 
In her interviews, Joan emphatically noted that she believed in staff de-
velopment programs and invested heavily in these. She believes that teach-
ers should be aware of new trends in education, as well as improve their 
pedagogical skills to benefit their students. As noted by Grogan and 
Shakeshaft (2009), developing instructional competencies and programs 
embodies social justice, because student's needs are addressed. Students 
have opportunities similar to those of students in other institutions if their 
teachers are equipped with the latest 'tools' to ensure that learning takes 
place. This was one factor that aided Denbigh's rise to prominence; stu-
dents were given opportunities equal to those of their counterparts in 
traditional high schools 
Facing Sexism 
For all her accomplishments, Joan had to face sexism. She noted that peo-
ple often entered the school expecting a male principal. Many expressed 
surprise when they realized the principal was a woman. She described the 
reactions when she was made zone chairman of the football organization in 
her region; many commented that the position should have been given to a 
man. Within her male dominated principals' organization, she noted that 
the women were not made to feel a part of the inner circle. The men held the 
top positions, and throughout her 23 years within the organization only 
men served as presidents and the women were relegated to serve as secre-
taries. Even for socialization the "old boys' club" reigned supreme. They 
socialized by themselves and excluded the women, commenting that, "one 
of these days, we will invite you women." Apparently with all their strides, 
women continue to be excluded from the inner circle, still waiting for the 
day when the doors will open and embrace them. Experiences similar to 
Joan's are reported by high school principals in Coleman's (2009) re-
search. 
In connection with appointment, about half of the women in the secondary sec-
tor said that they had experienced sexism! discrimination while in their posts and 
gave examples of how their gender had negatively affected their role. The nega-
tive experiences tend to relate to other people's perceptions of women's suitabil-
ity as leaders. One female secondary head summed up the relatively hostile 
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atmosphere in which she worked .... 'Too many to enumerate-mostly in the 
way parents/other professionals speak to women in my position-I've got hun-
dreds of anecdotes' (p. 15). 
Joan too had many anecdotes, not all of them unpleasant, even though 
there was evidence of sexism. She was able to gain the respect of parents, 
students, her teachers, and the Ministry of Education. Eventually everyone 
just saw her as "Mrs. Wint-the principal who changed Denbigh High 
School." 
Balancing Work and Family 
Carrying out the 'balancing act" (Smulyan, 2000) is usually not an easy 
task for women leaders. The responsibilities of family and work often inter-
twine. If young children are involved, this can be difficult because of the 
long hours spent in administration. Throughout this era of their lives, some 
women administrators also study toward higher degrees, such as a masters 
or a doctorate. All this takes a toll on family life. Sometimes a woman might 
experience a divorce, and further pressure is placed on her and her children. 
This was Joan's experience as a new principal; she had young children, 
went through a separation, and was studying at the same time. Something 
had to give, so she ended her studies towards a master's degree. She noted 
that if she had to do her life over and the circumstances were the same, she 
would make the same decision-her children would come first. 
Leading for Social Justice 
Studies of women leading schools offer us poignant lessons. Whether there 
are leadership practices that are unique to women is a topic that has led to 
much debate and scholarship (Lyman, Ashby, & Tripses, 2005). Similari-
ties are emerging from the studies done on women around the world 
(Sobehart, 2009). Whether she is an educational leader in Tanzania on the 
continent of Africa, or in Jamaica in the Caribbean, women's life stories de-
picting their educational journeys and how they lead educational institu-
tions ring with these familiar tones-moral purpose and social justice. 
Servant leadership (Greenleaf, 2002), caring (Noddings, 1992), social jus-
tice (Larson & Murthadha, 2002), and collaboration and inclusive leader-
ship (Rost, 1991) are some other themes associated with women leading. 
Scholars have found these themes in their studies on women leading 
schools. These themes have appeared whether the studies were done in 
New Zealand (Shields, 2003), Europe (Wilson, 1997) or the United States 
(Lyman & Villani, 2004). Educational leaders who bring caring (Noddings, 
1992) into their leadership display commitment to social justice through 
the creation of equal opportunities for all. Caring is embodied when a 
leader creates an environment within the school that demonstrates that all 
students are important and valued. Caring leadership focused on social jus-
tice characterizes the leadership practices used by Joan Wint in leading 
Denbigh High School. 
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Creating a Positive Learning Community 
Lyman and Villani (2004) and Shields (2003) discussed how school leaders 
can make a difference. They emphasized that school leaders can improve' 
their schools by building caring learning communities. For schools to be 
successful, it is most important that the school leader believes that 'all' stu-. 
dents can be successful. They have the responsibility to convey this vision 
to their teachers and ensure that the methodologies and attitudes reflect this 
vision for better schools. Ferguson (2000) documented her findings on how 
schools where no such vision existed impacted on black masculinity. She 
quoted one school official who predicted that a boy, just ten years old, "has . 
a jail-cell with his name on it" (p. 1). Others were labeled as "unsalvage- I 
able" (p. 4). In Jamaica, children who do not learn to read by first grade are I 
labeled as 'dunces' (Evans, 2001) and, as they get older, they fall deeper ~ 
into the trenches; they are then streamed, or tracked into ability groups. 
Many eventually fail to graduate from high school. Therefore, it is imp or- . 
tant for school leaders to create the environment that will facilitate success 
for all learners. 
Conclusion: Significance of the Joan Wint Story 
School leaders must realize that change first begins in the heart. They need 
to be constructivist leaders, who believe in the possibilities of high levels of 
learning for all persons regardless of race, income, or culture. If educa-
tional administrators are aware of the differences in students' backgrounds, 
then they realize the need for change within their schools and create better 
learning communities. This was what Joan did at Denbigh. It is important 
for her narrative to be told so that educators will have an understanding of 
how leadership focused on social justice can change schools and create via-
ble opportunities for all students. Joan created a learning community that 
encouraged all students to believe they were the best. She noted that, even if 
instilling this belief in the students was to be regarded as indoctrination, it 
was worth it. By students believing that they were the best, they became the 
best, and this was seen in their accomplishments in external examinations 
as well as personal achievements. 
Many young people from extremely poor backgrounds have entered 
high school, and then moved on to universities and colleges because Joan 
created opportunities to enable them to do this. She encouraged all mem- I 
bers of her staff to grow professionally and provided professional develop-
ment courses on site for her teachers. She said she was happiest when her 
staff and students excelled. She expanded the school's curriculum to offer 
disciplines in the natural sciences that were not originally offered by her 
"type" of school. She built state-of-the-art science laboratories and class-
rooms to facilitate the growing numbers of students. She established com-
munity partnerships and enhanced the relationship between the community 
and the school. Community members felt that they belonged and started 
caring for the school. 
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Today Denbigh High School is among the island's top performing 
schools. Joan has made a success story out of the odds, and the school con-
tinues on a path of success. The office is filled with trophies and other acco-
lades attesting to the school's success. Being principal in a school situated 
in a high poverty area, and enrolling the majority of students regarded as 
low achievers, Joan led the students and school to achieve unprecedented 
levels of success. Joan Wint is an inspiring leader whose vision of success 
for all students created a school environment of hope for the underprivi-
leged and added meaning to their lives. She enabled many young women 
and men to aspire to higher education. Joan Wint's story shows how a car-
ing and nurturing school environment can produce successful human be-
ings. Joan's life journey allowed her to chart a path that helped young 
people to believe that they can have their own dreams and realize them 
through education, regardless of their backgrounds. Joan Wint is a remark-
able woman, her career depicting a classic case of school leadership that 
works. 
The weeks spent 'talking' to Joan became an amazing journey for me. 
Joan, too, commented on what reminiscing on her 36 years at Denbigh 
High School has meant. Having this chance to reflect helped her to under-
stand and to realize how her career, her life as a woman educational leader, 
is intertwined with who she is as a person. Throughout her tenure as princi-
pal of Denbigh High School, Wint's career became an embodiment of so-
cial justice for all. Social justice researchers have argued that "the purpose 
of education, particularly in oppressed communities, is to develop human 
capability so that people might break free of the hardships wrought by pov-
erty" (Larson & Murtadha, 2002, p. 151). This has been the driving mission 
of Joan Wint as she transformed Denbigh High School. 
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